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Abstract 
Let D be a simple digraph with order p, strong arc-connectivity A(D) and minimum degree 
6(D). It is shown here that in order to obtain the equality A.(II)=&D), it is sufficient that there 
are LjpJ pairs of vertices xj,yi in D such that d,(xi)+dD(yi)>p (i=1,2,...,L$pJ). This is 
a generalization of a theorem of Goldsmith and White (1978) for graphs. 
Goldsmith and White [l] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a simple graph with order p, edge-connectivity A(G) and minimum 
degree 6(G). If there are L+p J pairs of vertices xi,yi in G such that 
dG(Xi)+d,(yi)>p, G=1,2,...,LipJ), 
then A(G)=&G). 
Let D=(V’, A) be a simple digraph with the vertex-set V= V(D) and the arc-set 
A = A(D). For XE V(D), the degree of vertex x, denoted by d,(x), is the minimum value 
of its out-degree and in-degree. The minimum degree of D, denoted by b(D), is the 
minimum value of d,(x) for all XEV(D). In the present note we will generalize 
Theorem 1 to digraphs. Our proof would seem simple than that given by Goldsmith 
and White for the unidirected case. 
Theorem 2. Let D be a simple digraph with order p, strong arc-connectivity A(D) and 
minimum degree S(D). Zf there are LfpJ pairs of vertices xi,yi of D such that 
dD(xi)+dD(yi)>p, (i=1,2,...7Lf~])9 
then A(D) = S(D). 
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Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false; let D be a digraph satisfying the conditions 
of the theorem, but for which n(D)<@D). (It is always true, of course, that 
J(D)<s(D).) Moreover, among all such digraphs of order p, let D be one with the 
maximum number of arcs. 
We will denote the Lfp J pairs of vertices in D as described in the statement of the 
theorem by n(D). If the two vertices x,y of D are paired in r@)‘we will write 
{x, y}~rc(D). Without loss of generality, we may suppose that the unpaired vertex is 
one with minimum degree when p is odd. 
Let X and Y be two disjoint nonempty subsets of V(D). We denote by (X, Y) 
the set of the arcs in D joining X to Y and by D[X] the subdigraph of D induced 
by X. 
Since the strong arc-connectivity of D is A(D), there exists a bipartition {X, Y} of 
V(D) such that 1(X, Y)l=A(D). Let (Xl=m and ) YJ=n, and so m+n=p. By the 
maximality of IA(D it is clear that D[X]=K,, D[Y]=K, and (~,x)EA(D) for all 
XEX and YE Y. The symbol K,denotes the complete symmetric digraph on p vertices. 
Consequently, 
d,(x)=p-1, d,(x)=d,f(x), for every XEX, 
G(Y)=P-1, &(Y)=G(x), for every YE Y. 
Note that if D is changed to its inverse digraph b obtained from D by reversing the 
directions on all arcs, then l(D) = A(a). Without loss of generality, we may, therefore, 
suppose m ,< n, otherwise we may consider b. It does not add to the difficulties of the 
statement below whether the unpaired vertex, if it exists, is in X or Y. We may, 
therefore, suppose that the unpaired vertex is in X when p is odd. Thus 
A(D)<d(D) =m-1. (1) 
Let x, X’EX and (x, x’) EZ(D). Since d,(x) + d,(x’) Z p = m + n, we have 
l({x,x’}, Y)l=d,+(x)+d,+(x’)-2(m-1) 
LdD(x)+dD(x’)-2(m-1)3n-m+2. 
Assume that there are r pairs of vertices x, x’ of X for which {x,x’} en(D) and denotes 
by X’ the set of these vertices in X. Then JX’J=2r and 1(X’, Y)Jar(n-mm+). Let 
1(X’, Y)(=r(n-m+2)+s. (2) 
Let Xi={xEX\X’: dL(x)=m-l+i}, i=O, 1, and let Xz=X\(X’~Xo~XI). 
so 
IV,, y)l=lxIl~ (3) 
and 1(X,, Y)l>21XzJ. Let 
IW,, fY=lX*l+4 (4) 
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then 
t>IX,I. 
It follows from (2H4) that 
I~ol=l~I-l~‘I-l~~l-l~1( 
=m-2r-1(X*, Y)l+t+l(X,, Y)I 
=m--J(X’, Y)I+r(n-m)+s-1(X2, Y)I+t--1(X1, Y)l 
=m--J(X’, Y)u(X,, Y)u(X,, Y)I+r(n-m)+s+t 
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(5) 
i.e., 
=m-1(X, Y)l+r(n-m)+s+t, 
IX,I=m--A(D)+r(n-m)+s+t. (6) 
Let Y’={y~y: there is ~‘EY such that (y,y’)~n(D)} and let Y,={ KEY: there is 
XEXi such that (x,Y}ETc(D)}, i=O, 1,2. Then 
I Yzl=lX21, IY,I=lX1I, lyol=Ixol--Y~ (7) 
where 
And so 
lY’I=n-I Yol-I Y1l-I Y,I 
=~-~l~ol-4~-I~~l-l~~I 
>,m-JXouX,uXzJ+q 
=(X’l+q. 
Observing that both JX’J and ( Y’J are even, we have 
I Y’l>W+q). (8) 
Let y,y’~Y’ with (y,y’}~7~(D). Since dD(y)+d,(y’)>p=m+n, we have 
I(X,IY,Y'})l=d,(Y)+d,(Y')-2(n-l) 
2&(Y)+bJ(Y')-2(n-1) 
3m-n+2. 
Thus we have 
I(X, Y’)l>,(r+q)(m-n++). (9) 
On the one hand, let Yo=(yI,yz ,..., yk}, X0=(x1,x2 ,..., xk) and {xi,yi)EZ(D), 
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i= 1,2, . . . , k. Since d&(xi)+di(yi)>m+n for every i= 1,2, . . . , k, we have 
1(X, Yo)l= i (d,(Yi)-dGtyl(.Yi)) 
i=l 
+ ((m+n-dD+ (xi))--(n- 1)) 
=,il (m+n-(m-l)--n+l) 
=2( Y,l. 
On the other hand, from (7) (2) and (4) we have 
I(X, Y,)l=l(X, Yo)l+lY1l-lX1l 
GlI(x, yo)l+l(~~ yIN-lwI> Y)l 
GKX’, Y)lt-l(X2, VI-IW, Y’)l 
=r(n-m+2)+s+(X,(+t-((X, Y’)(. 
Thus, 
) Y,~~~(r(n--++)+s+JX~J+t--J(X, VI). 
It follows from (6) (7) and (10) that 
/Z(D)Bm+f(r(rz-m)+s+t-(Xz(+((X, Y’)()--r-q. 
Considering that s 3 0 and (5) we have 
(10) 
A(D)3m+f(r(n-m)+I(X, Y’)I)-r-q. (11) 
We will consider two cases, depending on the parity of p. 
Suppose first that p is even. In this case q = 0. If 12 = m, then we have 1(X, Y’)l k2r 
by (9). It follows from (11) that A(D) >, m, which contradicts (1). If n > m + 2, then it is 
obvious from (11) that A(D) > m + r + 1(X, Y’)) >, m, but again this contradicts (1). 
Suppose then that p is odd. In this case, q = 1 and rz 3 m + 1. If n = m + 1, we have 
1(X, Y’)lar + 1 by (9). It follows from (11) that 
,I(D)>m+~(r+r+l)-r-l>m-1, 
which contradicts (1). If n 3 m + 2, we immediately from (11) have 
1(D)am+$(2r)-r- 1 =m- 1, 
which again contradicts (1). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 0 
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